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Donate supplies

Volunteer opportunities

Following a dip in new COVID-19 cases per day around 
Thanksgiving, the Kansas City metropolitan region has returned to 
higher, pre-holiday numbers. Hospitals continue to report being 
very busy, with low ICU bed availability (21%) and a large 
percentage of beds occupied by COVID-19 patients.

 ·   New cases increased by 12.6%.
 ·   The death-to-case ratio increased to 0.7%.
 ·   Testing numbers for the region saw a dip around Thanksgiving 
but we're now seeing an increase. 
 ·   Labs are returning test results in 2 to 3 days. 
 ·   Hospitals report adequate PPE for staff but minimal reserves.

You can celebrate the holidays safely by limiting the size of your 
gathering. For the safest celebration, stick with just those who live 
in your home. Also, keep things local by avoiding travel, which can 
increase the risk of getting or spreading COVID-19. Consider 
connecting with friends and family via phone or video instead of 
getting together in person. 

It’s important to get a test if you have symptoms or think you've 
been exposed. Find a COVID-19 testing site near you at 
PrepareMetroKC.org.

Published on Dec 21, 2020. See footnote* for the data's timeframe.

1,120.6*

4,029.6*
27.8%
7.7*

*Seven-day rolling average

NOTE: The data in this summary pulls from multiple sources and what is believed to be the best, most current 
available data. However, because information and strategies are changing quickly and data sources are updated 
at different intervals, the information presented may not always be comprehensive. Please email 
marcinfo@marc.org with questions, corrections or input. 

*The trends lines and data points shown here represent validated data, which requires a 10-day lag for cases, deaths and tests (Dec. 4-10, 2020); and a 2-day lag for
hospitalization data (Dec. 12-18, 2020). To see more recent, unvalidated data, please visit the Kansas City Region COVID-19 Data Hub at https://marc2.org/covidhub/.

http://www.preparemetrokc.org/covid19/resources.htm
http://www.preparemetrokc.org/covid19/resources.htm
http://www.preparemetrokc.org/covid19/resources.htm
https://www.mrckc.org/
http://preparemetrokc.org/covid19/testing/
https://marc2.org/covidhub/

